Jardiniere

Place of origin: Moustiers-Sainte Marie (made)

Date: ca. 1745-1765 (made)

Artist/Maker: Unknown

Materials and Techniques: Tin-glazed earthenware, painted in colours

Credit Line: Bequeathed by Stuart Gerald Davis

Museum number: C.185-1951

Gallery location: Ceramics, Room 137, The Curtain Foundation Gallery, case 46, shelf 3

Descriptive line
Tin-glazed earthenware jardiniere, painted in colours with flowers, made at Moustiers-Sainte Marie, about 1745-1765

Physical description
Open topped, rococo cartouche shaped, with scrollwork feet and handles, painted in colours with flowers on a yellow ground

Museum number
C.185-1951

URL
http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O100279/jardiniere-unknown/